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Author Theme: Tips How to Search Samsung UN32EH4003 Service Guide? (Read 2067 times) 0 Members and 1 Guest view this topic. Share with me Samsung UE40F6400AWXXH 3D Smart LED TV id'nk'nt f'lf'működikHellótok! Pont chromeves t'rgyb'li tv-m esetenk'nt f'lf'nnyel működik. Kep Rajta kiwehete, hang yo, de f'nyer'ss'g visszaesik oli honeyon, hogy alig lehet kivenni az alakokat. Seget helyzeten,
ha source gombot megnyomom rajta a' ism't kiv'lasztom bemenetet. Accor egy id're vagy a k'vetkez' valamelyik bekapcsol'sig eltűnik ez probl'ma. Talalcottok mur or is it a problem? Eler is a coy:szutsSamsung CK5051A tv hanghiba Sziasztok! Ennek TV nek Video bemenetr'l van Hangja twy adarel nincs. Semmy Rendelnessegeth nem thaliloc sem sem sem zevre, sem muressel. Szervaskodut nem tukoc,
Ogi Ert sem tukoc setlandezni. Ha valakinek van valami Etle, vagi volt oren hibaja megjosmenim ha megostan velam. Hfa. Cke Samsung PS50B430 szemcs's k'psziasztok! Fenty cacheuleque sicheralt shyalesten, de sainos no 100%-os kep, fekete semcedes van az, eges kepernian. Curdezem az lenne milien jellegű Azaz Melik resch lechet az oren jellegű hibart felelis. (IGBT lett benne cser'lve). Kepen na
tud mennyire kivehete jelens'g. The Siastok! Volt-ilene Hibetok? Fenty LCD bekapcsol's ut'n kb. 1 percig j'l működik, majd a k'p kimerevedik a hang megy tov'bb. Al-Elle-coup stetathedi al-elhalwanul. We're going to go to eetletket. A: Laci This website or its third-party tools use cookies that are necessary for its operation and are necessary to achieve the goals illustrated in the cookie policy. If you want to
know more or withdraw your consent to all or some cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling through the page, clicking on the link, or continuing to view otherwise, you agree to use cookies. ✎ This remote control has braille points on power, channel and volume buttons and can be used by visually impaired persons. Add, delete, or install your favorite channels and use the
program guide for digital transmissions. Select the channel in all channels added, the channel, your favorite or programmed screen by clicking on the ▲/I button and clicking the ENTER button. Then you can watch Air 'Zoom' Select T Tools - Next program All Channels: Shows all the channels currently available. Channels added: All the channels added are shown. Favorite: Shows all your favorite channels.
Programmed: Shows all the programs currently reserved. ✎ with the remote control buttons with channel List x Green (Increase): Increases or compresses the number of channels. x yellow (choose): Selects multiple channel lists. Select the channels you want and click Yellow to set all the channels you choose at the same time. The mark is displayed to the left (Tools): Displays the menu of the channel
list. (Menu may vary depending on the situation.) The Kite State display icons are set as a favorite. The program that is currently being broadcast. Before your TV can start to start available channels, you must specify the type of signal source that is connected to the TV (i.e. air or cable system). ✎ when choosing a cable TV system: chooses a cable system. STD, HRC and IRC identify different types of
cable TV systems. Contact your local cable company to determine the type of cable system that exists in your particular area. At the moment, the source of the signal has been selected. ✎ Once all available channels are stored, it begins to remove scrambled channels. The Auto program menu then buttons to stop the store channel during How to Stop Automatic Programming2. The message will ask the
Stop Auto program? Choose Yes by clicking This feature filters out scrambled channels after the auto program is completed. This process can take up to 20-30 minutes. Button to stop Clear Scrambled ✎ This feature is only available in cable mode. Install each channel using channel menu options. Options menu items may vary depending on the status of the channel. Add/Delete: Delete or add a channel
to display channels ✎ All deleted channels will be shown on all channels ✎ The Grey Channel indicates the channel was ✎ Add menu appears only for remote channels. ✎ Delete the channel from the added channels or Favorite addition to favorites / Delete from favorites you watch often as Favorites.Timer View: You can set the desired channel to display automatically in set time; even when you're
watching a different channel. Set the current time first to use this feature. ✎ only memorized channels can be reserved. ✎ programs will appear in Programmed ✎ When a digital channel is selected, click the th (Next program) button to view the digital program. If you select the (Schedule) button in the next program, you can set up Time Watch directly. Edit the channel name (analogue channels only):
Assign your own Select Everything: Select all channels in the channel list. Deselect Everything: Deselect all selected channels. ✎ You can choose Deselect Everything when one or more auto programs: Scan for the channel automatically and stores in You can view, modify or delete the show that you have reserved to watch. Change the information: Change the show you reserved for watching.
Cancellation schedule: Cancel the show you've reserved for watch.Information: Show the show you've reserved for watch. (You can also change your booking information.) Choose All/Deselect Everything: You can choose or select all The Standard channels: Chooses normal sound mode. Music: Emphasizes music over voices. Film: Provides the best sound for movies. Clear voice: emphasizes voices over
other sounds. Amplification: Increase the intensity of high-frequency sounds to better listen to the visually impaired. (only Sound Mode) Balance L/R: Regulates the balance between right and left 100 Hz / 300 Hz / 1 KHz / 3 KHz / 10 KHz (Bandwidth Adjustment): regulates the level of specific bandwidth frequencies. Reset: Resets the equalizer to the default settings. (standard sound mode only) Srs Srs HD
is a patented SRS technology that solves the problem of playing 5.1 multichannel content in two speakers. TruSurround provides a compelling, virtual surround sound through any system of playing two speakers, including internal television speakers. It is fully compatible with all multichannel formats. Digital television broadcasts are capable of simultaneously broadcasting many audio currents (e.g.,
simultaneous translations of the program into foreign languages). ✎ You can choose a language only from a number of those Mono: Choose for channels that broadcast in mono or if you are having difficulty getting a stereo signal. Stereo: Choose for channels that broadcast in stereo. SAP: Choose to listen to a separate audio program that is usually translated into a foreign language. ✎ Depending on the
broadcast program, you can listen because each radio station has its own signal conditions, the volume can fluctuate every time the channel changes. This feature allows you to automatically adjust the volume of the desired channel, reducing the output of the sound when the modulation signal is high, or increasing the output of the sound when the modulation signal is low. Reset all: Resets all the default
sound settings at the plant. ✎ Current time will be displayed every time you click on TIME INFO: Installing a clock to use different timer functions ✎ If you disable the power cord, you should set the watch mode: Set the current time manually or automatically. Clock set: Set month, day, year, hour, minute and am/pm. ✎ is only available when the time mode is set in the manual time zone: Choose your time
zone. DST :Includes DST (Daylight Saving Time) or off. ✎ the DST and watch zone function is only available when the watch mode is set up on Auto.Automatically turns off the TV after a given period of time. (30, 60, 90, 120, 150 and 180 minutes). ✎ To undo the sleep timer, select Off.Timer 1 / Timer 2 / Timer 3Tri different on/off timer settings can be made. You should set the time/out of time: Set the
hour, minute, morning/evening and activate/inactivate. (To activate the timer with your chosen setting, Volume: Set the desired volume level. Content: When activating On Time, you can turn on a specific channel or playback of content such as photos or audio files. - TV/USB: Choose TV or USB. (Make sure the USB device - Antenna: Displays the current source of the antenna. - Channel: Select the right
channel. - Music/Photo: Select folder containing MP3/JPEG files on ✎ Maximum displayed number of files, including sub folders, in one USB storage folder is 2000. ✎ Media can't play smoothly when using a device lower than USB 2.0.Repeat once, every day, Mon'Fri, Mon'Sat, Sat'Sun or Guide to set you convenience. A guide, you can adjust the day when you want to activate the timer. Program rating
blocking automatically blocks programs, programs, deemed unsuitable for children. The user must enter a PIN (personal identification number) before any restrictions on blocking the program's rating are set or changed. ✎ The Lock Program Rating is not available in HDMI or the ✎ the default PIN of the new TV is 0-0-0- 0. The Card Guarantee/Security GuideInput cables (sold separately) ✎ Check the
cable before the plug-in controller (The Key Panel) turns on the TV by clicking on the controller in standby mode adjusts the volume, moving the controller from side to side when the power is on. Chooses the channel by moving the controller up and down when the power is on. Tap the controller when the power is turned on, then the function menu screen appears. If you press it again, the feature menu
screen disappears. CHOOSEs MEDIA. P by moving the controller to the function menu screen. Media Play main) by moving the controller to the function menu screen. OSD (on the display screen) the function of the TV appears.controller in the function menu screen. The source of the controller moving on the function menu screen. ✎ leaves the menu when you click on the controller for more than 1
second. ✎ when selecting a function by moving the controller up/down/left/right, make sure not to click on the controller. If you click it first, you can't control it to move up/down/left/right directions. Connect and turn on (Initial Settings) When you first turn on the TV, the sequence of queries on the screen will help you set up the basic settings. Click POWER. Connect and playback is only available when the
input source is installed ✎ connection of the power cord and antenna. (link to the selected OSD language. Select the OSD (On the screen, select home use mode, home use when  installing this TV in your home. Store Demo mode for retail environments.  When you click on the TV controller, you see the function menu screen. In cable mode, you can choose the right signal source among STD, HRC and
IRC by clicking on the ▲ button ◄ or th. Set the clock mode automatically or  If you choose Auto, install DST (Summer Time ). such as DVD Player/Blu-ray Player/Cable Box/Satellite Receiver STB.1. Click ON SOURCE.2. Choose the external source you want. TV/AV/component/HDMI1/DVI/HDMI2TV/AV/component/HDMI/DVI ✎ you can only select external devices that are connected to the TV. On the
list related to each other Will name editing allows you to link the name of the device to the source of the input. To access the editing name, click the TOOLS button on the source list. The following picks appear under Edit Name:VCR/DVD/Cable STB/Satellite STB/PVR STB/AV Receiver/Game/Camcorder/PC/DVI PC/DVI/TV/IPTV/Blu-ray/HD DVD/DMA: Name the device connected to the input sockets to
make your input choice easier. ✎ When you connect your PC to HDMI IN 1 (DVI) or HDMI/DVI IN port with HDMI cable, you should install the TV in PC mode ✎ When connecting your PC to HDMI IN 1 (DVI) or HDMI/DVI IN port with HDMI to the DVI cable, You have to install the TV on the DVI ✎ When you connect AV devices to HDMI IN 1 (DVI) or HDMI/DVI IN port with HDMI to DVI cable, you have to
install the TV in DVI mode under Edit Name.You can see the details of connected external programs Rating Lock: You can block the TV rating Programs.TV Parental guidelines: You can block the TV programs depending on their ratings. This feature allows you to control what your MPAA rating is: You can block movies depending on their MPAA rating. The Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA)
has implemented a rating system that provides parents or guardians with enhanced information about which films are suitable for Canadian English: You can block television programs depending on their English-language Canadian.Canadian French: You can block television programs depending on their French Canadian rating. U.S. Downloadable Rating: Parental Restriction Information can be used while
watching DTV channels. Changing the PIN: The change PIN will appear. Select all 4 digits for the PIN and enter it into the new PIN. Re-enter the same 4 digits into confirm the new PIN. When the Change PIN screen disappears, click OK. TV memorized ✎ If you forgot the PIN, press the remote control button in the next sequence, which resets the pin at 0-0-0-0 -0 : POWER (turn off) → MUTE → 8 → 2 → 4
→ POWER (on) ✎ Select between English, When you connect to a game console such as PlayStation™ or Xbox™, you can enjoy a more realistic gaming experience ✎ Precautions and Restrictions for Game Mode x To disable the game console and connect another external device, set the game mode to turn off the settings menu. x If you display the TV menu in game mode, the screen shakes the game
mode ✎ is unavailable when the input is installed on the ✎ After connecting the game console, set the game mode in On. Unfortunately, you may notice a decrease in image quality. (On the text message screen) Caption: Signature function can be turned on or off. If subtitles are not available, they won't show up on ✎ The caption function doesn't work in mode or signatures: You can choose the desired
subtitle mode. By default / CC1-CC4 / Text1-Text4: (analogue channels only) Analog Caption works either in analogue TV mode or when delivering a signal from an external device to the TV. (Depending on the broadcast signal, analog signature signature may or may not work with digital channels.) By default / Service1-Service6 / CC1-CC4 / Text1-Text4: (digital channels only) The digital subtitle function
works with the ✎ Service1-6 function cannot be accessed in digital signature mode depending on the broadcast. Digital Signature Options: (digital only) Size: Options include default, Small, Standard and Large. Font style: Options include defaults and styles from 0 to 7. Foreground color: Options include default, white, black, red, green, blue, yellow, Magenta and Cyan. You can change the color of the
letter. The default White.Background Color: Options include default, white, black, red, green, blue, yellow, Magenta and Cyan. You can change the background color of the signature. Black.Foreground Opacity default: This regulates the opacity of the text. Options include default, transparent, transparent, solid and flashing. Background opacity: This regulates the opacity of the signature background.
Options include default, transparent, transparent, return to default: This option sets each size, font style, foreground color, background color, Opacity foreground and background opacity by default. ✎ Digital Signature Options are only available when the default and Service1 and Service6 can be selected in the signature ✎ the foreground and the background cannot be set to have a set so that the melody
plays when the TV is on or off. ✎ Melody doesn't play. x When the sound is not displayed from the TV because MUTE x When there is no sound, is removed from the TV because the volume has been reduced to a minimum with the VOL button. x When the TV is turned off by Sleep Timer. Automatic Protection Time (Off/2 hours/4 hours/8 hours/10 hours): If the screen stays idle with another image for a
certain period of time, a user's screensaver is activated to prevent ghost images from forming on the screen. Energy Saving (Off/Low/Medium/High/Picture Off) : This is to adjust the brightness of the TV in order to reduce energy consumption. If you choose Picture Off, the screen is off, but the sound stays on. Press any button except the volume button to turn on the screen. No Signal Power Off (Off / 15
min./30 min./60 min.): Sets how fast the TV switches to standby mode if there is no image ✎ is disabled when the computer is in energy saving mode. Auto Power Off (Off/On): The TV will be automatically turned off when no custom operation is received within 4 hours.© 2012 Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. All rights are reserved. Click to select additional channels (digital) broadcast by the same station.
For example, select '54-3', click '54', then click '-' and '3'. Returns to the previous channel. Click on direct access to the channels. Use these buttons in a specific function. P.SIS: Choose the size of the image. MTS: Click to select a stereo, mono or separate audio CC: control the signature decoder. Temporarily disables the sound. The TV automatically shuts down within a given time. Displays a list of
channels in the Displays information on the TV screen. Choose frequently used features quickly. Selects menu items on the screen and changes returns to the previous menu. Displays and selects available video sources. Use these buttons according to the direction on the screen. Displays the main on-screen menu. Battery installation (battery size: AAA) x Using a remote control within 23 feet of the TV. x
Bright light can affect the performance of the remote control. Avoid use in nearby fluorescent lamps or neon signs. x Color and shape can vary depending on the model. Blu-ray player/DVD/cable ✎ For UN22ES4003 connection, you can contact UN32EH4003/UN39EH5003 according to Channel Mode Change directly between the added channels and ✎ Favorite channels are enabled only when you set
add, if the reception is clear, you don't have to fine-tune the channel, as it is done automatically during search and storage. If the signal is weak or distorted, adjust the channel manually. ✎ Thin customized channels that have been saved are marked with an asterisk I on the right side of the channel number in ✎ To reset the fine-tuning, select Reset.Select your preferred image type. ✎ when connecting to a
PC, you can only choose Entertainment and Dynamic: Suitable for a bright room. Standard: Suitable for a normal environment. Film: Suitable for watching movies in a dark room. Entertainment: Suitable for movies and games. ✎ is only available when you connect your PC. Lighting/Contrast/Brightness/Sharpness/Your TV has several settings to control image quality. ✎ When connecting your PC, you can
only make changes to the backlight, contrast, brightness and sharpness (available in standard/movie mode) compared to previous models, the new Samsung TVs have more ✎ When you connect the PC, you can only make changes to the color space (Auto/Native): Adjusts the range of colors available to create the image. White Balance: Adjusts color temperature for more natural R-Offset/G-Offset/BOffset: Adjusts each color (red, green, R-Gain/G-Gain/B-Gain: Adjusts each color (red, green, blue) Reset: Resets the white balance to its default settings. Dynamic Contrast (Off/Low/Medium/High): Adjusts the black tone (Off/Darker/Darkest): Choose a black level to adjust the depth of the screen. Flesh Tone: Emphasize pink flesh tone. Motion Lighting (off/further): Reduce energy consumption by
managing the brightness of the adapted motion. ✎ is only available in standard ✎ the pc connection, you can only make changes to the color. Color Tone (Cool/ Standard / Warm1 / Warm2) ✎ Warm1 or Warm2 will be disabled when the size Your cable box/satellite receiver can have its own set of screen sizes as well. However, we strongly recommend that you use the 16:9 mode most of the time.16:9:
Sets the picture 16:9 wide. Boost1: Use for a moderate increase. Boost2: Use for a stronger strong Fit: Increases the ratio of the sides of the image to match the entire 4:3 mode: Sets the image to the base (4:3). ✎ don't look 4-3 for a long time. Traces of the boundaries displayed on the left, right, and center of the screen can cause the image to be withheld (screen combustion) that is not covered by
Screen Fit (DTV): Displays the full image without any cut, when HDMI (720p / 1080i / 1080p) or Component (1080i / 10 ✎ HD (high definition): 16:9 - 1 080i/1080p (1920x1080), 720p ✎ Settings can be adjusted and saved for every external device you connect to the input on the TV. ✎ Image Dimensions available input Source: Input Source Images SizeATV, AV, Component (480i, Component (1080i,
1080p), HDMI (720p, 1080i, 1080p)16:9, Wide Fit, 4:3, Screen Digital Noise Filter (Off/Low/Medium/High/Auto): If the broadcast signal received by your TV is weak, you can activate the digital noise filter function to reduce any static and ghosting that may appear on the screen. ✎ , try other options until the best HDMI Black Level (Normal / Low): Chooses a black level on the screen to adjust the depth of the
screen. ✎ is only available in HDMI (RGB). Film Mode (Off/Auto): Sets the TV to automatically sense and process film signals from all sources and adjusts the image for ✎ available in ATV, DTV (interlace), AV, COMPONENT (480i/1080i) and HDMI (480i/ 1080i). LED Motion Plus (Off/On): Removes drag from fast scenes with great movement to provide a clear picture. Reset the current image mode to the
default settings. Image reset mode: Returns all image values in the current mode to the default settings. y For better image and sound quality, connect to a digital device using HDMI y the picture may not appear normally (if at all) or the audio may not work if an external device that uses the older version of HDMI mode is connected to the TV. If you have a problem, ask the manufacturer of the external
device about the HDMI version and, if it is out of date, request an update. Y Don't forget to buy a certified HDMI cable. Otherwise, the image may not appear or there may be a connection error. y PC/DVI AUDIO IN is not supported. y DIGITAL AUDIO OUT (OPTICAL) is not supported. Y For HDMI/DVI cable connection, you must use HDMI B 1 (DVI) or HDMI/DVI u Connection via HDMI cable cannot be
supported by PC. Y If HDMI to the DVI cable is connected to HDMI IN 1 (DVI) or HDMI/ DVI IN port, y SERVICE: Connector only for service. The numbers and illustrations in this User Guide are provided only for reference and may differ from the actual appearance of the product. Product design and specifications can be changed without Notifications. Avoid displaying images (such as jpeg image files) or
image elements (such as TV logos, panoramas or 4:3 image formats, stock or news bars at the bottom of the screen, etc.). Constant display yet photos can cause a halo LED screen that will affect the impact Quality. To reduce the risk of this effect, please follow the following guidelines: Oid displaying the same TV channel for long periods of  time. Use the TV menu image format for the best possible
match. Opolye values of brightness and contrast to the minimum required to achieve the desired image quality,  excess values can accelerate the burnout process. Provide installation space To ensure proper ventilation of the necessary distances between the product and other objects (such as walls). Failure to do so may cause a fire or product problem due to an increase in the internal temperature of
the product. ✎ When using a stand or wall installation, use the parts provided by Samsung x If you use parts provided by another manufacturer, this may cause a problem with the product or injury due to a product fall. ✎ Appearance may vary depending on the product. ✎ be careful when you contact the TV because some parts may be installing with a stand. Installation with a wall installation. Contact
SAMSUNG WORLDWIDEIf you have any questions or comments regarding Samsung products, please contact samsung Customer Service Center. MEXICO 01-800-SAMSUNG(726-7864) www.samsung.comARGENTINA 0800-333-3733 www.samsung.comCHILE 800-SAMSUNG(726-7864) www.samsung.comCOLOMBIA 01-8000112112 www.samsung.comCOSTA RICA 0-800-507-7267
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